Abstract -The paper presents general guidelines for designing affective multi-agent systems (affective MASs). The guidelines aim at extending the existing agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE) methodologies to enable them to design affective MASs. The reason why affective mechanisms need specific attention during the design is the fact that the way how both rational tasks and interactions are done differ based on the affective state of the agents. Thus, the paper extends the traditional design approaches with the design of affective mechanisms and includes them in the design of the system as a whole.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent paradigm has been recognised for implementing intelligent autonomous and distributed behaviour. The paradigm has been there already for several decades. Still, agent-oriented software engineering (AOSE) is not among the mainstream software development approaches used by the industry. In the last years of the 20 th century and the first decade of the 21 st century it was thought that the most important missing part was methodological support [1] , [2] . Despite the fact that many methodologies have been proposed during the past 20 years [3] , there is still no wide use of agent paradigm in industrial projects. Many agent-oriented developments do not report that they have used any software development methodology [4] . The authors of the paper have identified the following reasons: the range of developed methodologies is very wide and at the same time the choice of the methodology depends on the system. Therefore, the development teams have to learn various methodologies. One approach to deal with this problem is to develop a unified AOSE methodology. Some efforts in this direction can be found in [5] , [3] . Additionally, the methodologies do not include any support for designing additional, system specific parts. At the same time, there is a very wide range of agents. The unified methodology should be capable of engineering all the corresponding aspects of the system.
One of the areas extending the notion of multi-agent systems is affective computing, which is a growing research direction that aims at giving an ability to perceive, understand, feel and express emotions to artificial systems. One type of such systems is agent communities that can share affects as well as interact with a user and amongst themselves by using emotions -affective multi-agent systems (affective MAS). In affective MASs, the affective part of agents makes them to be a specific class of MASs that need appropriate tools for design. The authors find that natural implementation of affects can become a more significant reason to adopt the multi-agent paradigm in the industry because of the abilities of affective MASs to implement not only intelligent and autonomous behaviour, but also fully human-like reasoning and behaviour in terms of emotions.
From the design perspective, the main difference in affective MAS design is in the fact that affective mechanisms are influencing how other (rational) tasks are done by agents. Affects should be treated as states that can completely change the behaviour of agents rather than executable functions. There are also a variety of affective abilities that various agents might possess, starting form full-fledged emotions to following simple affective patterns. Additionally, the communication between autonomous agents is influenced by the affective state of the participants of the negotiations. As a consequence, neither tasks nor interactions can be designed independently of the affective mechanisms in the agents. The paper takes the existing AOSE methodologies as methodological background and provides guidelines how to introduce design of affective components into the traditional AOSE process.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section II gives a general description of design phase in the existing AOSE methodologies. Section III outlines the existing design principles of affective computing systems. Section IV describes the proposed guidelines while Section V concludes the paper.
II. DESIGN OF MAS
At the beginning of the 21 st century, MAS was recognised as a ready for use paradigm that could theoretically contribute to solving various distributed problems. At that moment, complexity of distributed autonomous system development was considered to be the main obstacle for MASs to penetrate software development industry [6] . To overcome this obstacle, many efforts have been devoted to the methodological perspective of MAS development and development tools. As a result, several dozens of agent-oriented software engineering methodologies have been developed so far. These methodologies are usually based on the existing things in similar domains. As a consequence, according to [2] the existing methodologies can be divided into the following groups by their origin: extended object-oriented methodologies, extended knowledge engineering methodologies, organisation design based methodologies and newly developed methodologies from the perspective of intelligent systems. [1] , [3] , [6] .
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Depending on the class of the methodology, the techniques used vary widely. Still the software engineering process includes phases originally defined in the waterfall model, namely, analysis, design, implementation, testing, deployment and maintenance. Although the process is iterative and does not comply with the waterfall process, these phases can be used to analyse the techniques corresponding to a particular phase. The scope of the paper is limited to the design phase and, therefore, the remainder of the section concentrates on this phase.
Almost all of the methodologies defined above explicitly divide the design phase into design of macro level and micro level [1] . Although the names differ between methodologies, during the first stage or macro level design, a multi-agent system is designed, while during the second stage individual agents are designed.
The boundaries between phases are the following. The analysis phase answers the question "what does the system have to do?" All steps and techniques related to this question are included in the analysis phase. The design phase answers the question "How will the system achieve the functionality defined during the analysis phase?" The macro level designs everything that is related to more than one agent while the micro level designs details of each individual agent.
In addition to the macro and micro level design, the deployment of a particular system is designed. It is specified which particular instances of each agent class are deployed. For each instance a platform where it is deployed and various parameters are specified. One example of deployment diagram is proposed in MaSE methodology [7] .
A. Macro Level Design
Macro level design is the first stage of design phase. It takes the requirements specification as an input and defines which agents will be implemented in the system and how they will interact. The two most important parts of the macro level design are agent definition and interaction design.
Depending on the actual AOSE methodology, an agent definition can include the following tasks:
 task definition. Requirements are transformed into tasks (sometimes named functionalities) that must be done by agents. Some methodologies ([8] , [2] ) do it already in the analysis phase, while a majority include them in the design phase. In this paper, it will be considered as part of design phase since it is influenced by the design of affective mechanisms;  role definition. Tasks are grouped into roles. During this step, similar tasks are grouped together. As a result, roles are defined. A role is a coherent group of functionality that is fulfilled by the same agent;  agent definition. Roles are grouped into agent classes (sometimes named types). During this step, agent classes are defined in terms of the roles that they fulfil. Some methodologies omit roles and immediately define agents based on the set of tasks. The agent definition usually is a straightforward process when all three steps are done one after another. After finishing this process, the next step is interaction design. During this step, interactions among agents are defined. Interaction design can be done at three levels. Depending on the methodology and the system under design, either one or even multiple of these three levels can be used [2]:
1. The acquaintance level can be designed to identify which pairs of agents interact. This form of interaction modelling is useful to evaluate complexity of the design, but is insufficient as a final interaction design of the system. 2. Interaction design can be done in the form of messages sent among agents. This level includes all details of interactions, but does not specify the context of messages. This is the most convenient form of interaction design [9] in case of a low number of messages. 3. Protocol design is the most detailed form of interaction design. Usually it is done in the form of AUML protocol diagram standardised by FIPA [10] . In addition to the second level of interaction design, the context and order of messages are defined. At each moment of interaction, all possible choices how to respond are specified. This form of interaction design specifies all possible details. In many cases, interaction and protocol design are used together. To combine them, first, the interaction level is designed. During this process, in many cases the diagram becomes hard to read because of many messages among particular agents and unclear relations among messages. In such cases, messages belonging to the same conversation are substituted with one link denoting a protocol and the particular messages are moved into the protocol diagram. This approach is followed by the MASITS methodology [2] , while the Prometheus methodology leaves only protocol names on the interaction level and designs particular messages only at the protocol diagram [8] .
In addition to the interaction design, a common knowledge structure is designed. Interaction design and knowledge structure design are done in parallel, iteratively designing interactions and extending the knowledge structure with the concepts used in interactions, for example [9] . The aim of the knowledge structure definition step is to define a common structure for the whole system and ensure that all agents understand the concepts used in the same way. Usual form for knowledge structure is ontology. FIPA has standardised the use of ontologies in agent communication [11] . Designing the knowledge structure according to these standards enables the usage of existing automated mechanisms for encoding and decoding knowledge from message contents.
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B. Micro Level Design
The task of the micro level design is to specify how the functionality and interactions defined for each agent will be implemented. Each agent is designed separately based on its inputs and outputs. One of the techniques used ( [2] , [8] ) is to take the model of the system and to "zoom in" until the level of a particular agent. As a result, all the inputs and outputs of the agent are available and the designer's task is to design the internal structure of the agent. Agents can have the following inputs: incoming messages (sometimes grouped into protocols), events occurred in the system, data read from some repository as well as user inputs, while the outputs are messages sent (sometimes grouped into protocols), tasks done, including writing data into some repositories and giving output to the user.
This stage of the design strongly depends on the implementation platform. The concepts and methods used depend on the type of the agents used in particular platforms. Three groups of approaches can be identified here:
1. Designing deliberative agents according to the BDI agent platforms, such as JACK and JADEX [12] . In this case, the agents are designed based on the humanlike BDI concepts of beliefs, desires and intentions. In practical reasoning systems, these concepts are extended with notions of event and plan. Agents can also be decomposed into components called capabilities. In this case, each capability is designed in the same way as the whole agent. 2. Designing reactive agents according to the platforms that concentrate on middleware development, for example JADE. One example is MASITS methodology that designs behaviour based agents for JADE platform [9] . 3. Performing only high-level design in general concepts that can be implemented in any platform. It is followed by Gaia methodology [13] . The main advantage is the fact that the methodology can be applied to different types of agents and implementation platforms. However, practical implementation becomes complex because the design must be first transformed from the concepts used in the design process to the concepts used in a particular agent development platform. The above-mentioned techniques are general enough to design affective MASs, still in addition to the traditional things that are covered in the AOSE methodologies, development of affective MAS requires designing one more complex part of the system -the affects. For the micro level the paper will follow the third approach with only high-level design to create an approach that can be used for different types of agents or even heterogeneous MASs because agents in affective MASs can be very different based on the affective capabilities that they must have, starting from simple reflex agents and ending with extended BDI agents whose reasoning is also affected by emotions.
None of the AOSE methodologies currently supports implementation of affects. As a consequence, it is proposed to follow the path chosen in other specific agent-oriented software engineering methodologies, in particular, to take the best practices of AOSE methodologies and combine them with the existing design methods of a particular type of systems, in this case affective software. The existing methods for designing affective software systems in the context of affective MAS are analysed in the next section and the guidelines for the design of affective MAS are presented in Section IV.
III. DESIGN RELATED ISSUES IN AFFECTIVE MAS
Development of affective MAS has some additional issues that are related to affect modelling. This difference has even been marked by proposing the third class of requirements: in addition to functional and non-functional requirements, it has been proposed to have supra-functional [14] or affective [15] requirements that are aimed at adapting to users' personality in order to achieve positive results [14] and impact the way the system performs in general.
Research on design and development of affective systems is scarce. Since affective systems have not become mass production software yet, only some guidelines can be found in developing software for such systems. The vast majority of existing work has been focused on human-computer interaction [16] , [17] , mainly user modelling [14] and system adaptation to a user [18] as well as physical device, such as affective wearables, design [19] without general guidelines. However, affective computing has reached a level of maturity where the discussion of appropriate design and development tools and methods for internal models has started.
This can be proven with the study of Hudlicka [20] , which offers a detailed description of generic affective requirement analysis framework. The framework includes 12 steps that correlate with MAS requirement analysis as well as design. The steps that correspond to the requirements analysis are: defining the functions of emotions in the system, defining specific emotions and moods, defining emotion triggers and emotional behaviours as well as defining agent embodiment. An interesting study can be found in [15] . The authors use common software design concepts such as UML state machine diagram for design of an affective system. This is done by integrating SysML and EmotionML. Emotion ML is a structured XML-like language that allows storing emotion related information.
There have been some studies that tackle design related issues on the topic of interactions, e.g., dialogue keeping; however, these developments still examine only interaction between an affective system and a user [21] .
While there are several studies in this area, they do not focus on MAS. Consequently, there are almost no guidelines on interaction, and no guidelines on what happens when multiple agents with various affective abilities are integrated in one system. Affective abilities are not the only thing that can make affective MAS heterogeneous. The emotion theories have three large groups [22] , namely, categorical emotion theories, which manifest that every emotion belongs to a basic emotion category [23] , dimensional theories that view emotions as a point in a multi-dimensional space (e.g., PAD, which includes three dimensions -Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance [24] ), as well as appraisal theories that consider emotions to be the result of evaluation of a current state (e.g., OCC model that has 3 appraisal categories [25] ). Some of these theories may be integrated into one system for various purposes, e.g., personality and mood modelling.
The authors have found that the appropriate interaction design, integration of multiple affective abilities and psychological models are the design challenges of affective MAS. To tackle these issues, modification of non-affective AOSE methodologies has been proposed in the following section.
IV. GUIDELINES FOR DESIGN OF AFFECTIVE MAS
The present section aims at tackling the challenges defined in the previous section. As there are existing developments for the design of internal structure of an agent, the main changes and guidelines are directed towards the macro level with only some guidelines concerning the micro level.
A. Macro level Design of Affective MAS
Any affective system is composed of the two interrelated parts -affective and rational. While these components might not be clearly distinguishable and separable in the already implemented system, it is natural to design these parts separately and then merge them at some point of design. In case of affective MAS, there are first affective and rational tasks, then affective and rational roles which are then joined into agents.
The macro level design of affective MAS includes several additions (marked in grey in Fig. 1 ) to classical approaches. First, in the task definition step affective supertasks are identified. Affective supertasks represent system's affective abilities and help ensure that all intended affective requirements are designed. Affective supertasks are then broken down to more detailed tasks which can be grouped into affective roles. The design of rational tasks and roles does not differ from a classical approach. Later on, agents are defined based on rational and affective roles.
Secondly, the design of interactions includes affective interaction design. Affective interactions differ from rational interactions since the interpretation is ambiguous. As the interpretation of emotion cues lies within a receiver [26] , changes concerning interpretation will be done at the micro level.
The MAS can contain a variety of agents with different affective abilities -thus, there can be multiple agents with the same or similar rational tasks but which should be implemented completely differently due to the affective processes.
Affective ability of the system must be chosen according to the requirements defined before. Although there is a possibility to define the system in free text form, the authors strongly recommend using a framework for ensuring that all affect-relevant details are collected. For this purpose, Hudlicka's first four steps for requirements analysis, identified in the previous section, should be used.
The authors propose supertasks corresponding to the four main affective processes. Hudlicka has identified two of these processes, namely, emotion generation and emotion effects on cognition and behaviour [20] . Petrovica and Pudane [27] have transformed Hudlicka's model and added emotion acquisition and emotion expression for a full affective model. Combination of these task groups allows identifying various affective abilities. Acquirement (Ac) should be implemented if interaction with a user is required or a system will contain affective interactions among agents. It includes affective cue detection either from another agent's message or user input, i.e., events.
Expression (Ex) should be implemented if interaction with a user is required or a system will contain affective interactions among agents. Expression involves invoking of a system emotional behaviour pattern via various communication channels.
Generation (Ge) involves the interpretation of cues and applying it to the context and mapping stimuli to an emotion. Generation is needed if an agent needs to calculate an internal emotional state.
Emotion effects (Ef) is the process that includes the effects of the emotions on rational thinking and behaviour. This process differs from emotion expression, since the effects of emotion are unintentional. Some systems, such as strategy adaptation systems, skip this process by just executing some behaviour pattern (such as smiling) without having an actual effect on behaviour.
In Table I , some of the affective abilities of agents are identified with corresponding task groups. The "+" sign marks the task groups needed, "+/-" denotes the task group that may or may not be implemented to achieve goals (i.e., the variations which might be used). One of the affective abilities which is often used in the user emotion analysis, is for system to be able just to acquire emotions [28] or acquire them and generate an internal state, i.e., to interpret the reasons of emotions (often used in user modelling) [27] . Affective
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________________________________________________________________________________________________ 2017/22 9 tutoring systems often use just the expression of internal state according to user's responses or include generation of an affective state as well [29] . Some systems generate affective state, acquire and express, however, do not "feel" emotions, i.e., do not consider them in a behaviour and reasoning (e.g., ALMA architecture that simulates a virtual human for tutoring purposes [30] or WASABI -affective architecture that is verified on a museum guide [31] ). If full user simulation or full human/entity behaviour is needed, all processes might be required [27] , [32] . For training purposes, a system can be used that expresses emotions and generates an affective state that impacts its behaviour; however, does not acquire anything from a human, for example, a training system for volunteer firefighters [33] . After supertasks are defined, at least one subtask for each supertask must be chosen. The guidelines here are as follows:
 Ac: different tasks for various affect sources (facial expressions, user's behaviour, body postures etc.) which are closely related to agent embodiment, (in particular, available sensors) defined in requirements task;  Ex: different tasks for emotion expression through various modalities (face, gaze, speech, body, etc.) which are closely related to agent embodiment (in particular, effectors) defined in requirements task;  Ge: different tasks for various affective models from the point of view of psychology and affective dynamics models that correspond to Hudlicka's design Tasks 2 and 4 listed in Section III;  Ef: different tasks for various internal triggers and various cognitive contents as various triggers and cognitive contents are basis for choosing agent's architecture. Then, the affective and rational tasks should be grouped into roles following these guidelines:
1. The affective tasks should be grouped among themselves only if there is no conflict with embodiment of a particular agent, i.e., there is no situation when triggers from user facial expressions are needed, yet camera is not available to an agent. 2. The affective tasks of Ge and Ef should be grouped among themselves only if there is no conflict in tasks (there is no situation when the same task is fulfilled with various means, for example, emotion decay is not calculated with exponential and linear functions or for short-term emotion modelling both OCC model and PAD space are used). 3. The affective tasks and rational tasks at this point can be merged only if a rational task is fulfilled just in one affective role to create mixed roles. Finally, the roles can be merged into agents by joining one or several affective roles and one or several rational roles. The affective roles cannot be merged in one agent if they contain tasks from Ge superclass to avoid conflicts. The interaction among affective agents includes not only rational interactions and agent's reactions towards them but also affective interactions, i.e., specific patterns that ensure the transfer of emotions. There are 5 possible affective interaction scenarios among agents [26] that include subconscious mechanisms from the perspective of a sender (i.e., messages that are semantically sent with no purpose of sending message) and conscious mechanisms, namely, direct communication and manipulation.
The design of subconscious mechanisms is similar to broadcast since subconsciously an agent gives his affective state to any agent to whom it is related. The subconscious messages do not have to have a response about receiving the message since it is an underlying mechanism of affective communication but it is not the main means for communication. If this is crucial for the operation of the system or for survival of agents, there might be a request to say how an agent feels (yet in this case the expression is not anymore subconscious).
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The direct messages should have a reply of receiving a message; however, there are no universal guidelines for what the sequence of conversation is -thus, interaction level can be used in general for affective MAS development while in specific cases it might be needed to use a protocol level.
In parallel to the interactions, it is needed to design affective ontology. While not all affective terms might be accessible to all agents, some common knowledge of affective space is needed. For this reason, there have been ontologies developed that can be used, e.g., [34] .
The following steps: supertask identification, affective task identification, affective and mixed role identification, affective interaction modelling and affective ontology modelling complement the existing macro level design approaches to help develop affective MASs. While the macro level has most changes, some of them have effect on the micro level which is discussed further.
B. Micro level Design of Affective MAS
At the micro level, it is needed to perform three tasks (Fig. 2) . First, it is needed to finish the design of the emotion computation model (ECM). Secondly, appropriate architecture, reasoning mechanisms as well as interpretation mechanisms must be designed for each agent. Finally, some deployment issues should be solved. While the main tasks and components of the ECM model have been identified at the macro level, there are several computational tasks to solve, one of the most important being: how will models be transformed from one to another and integrated amongst themselves (Hudlicka's design Task 5)? Some of these transformations can be found in literature, e.g., [27] uses a formula to translate from the OCEAN personality model to PAD values.
From the architectural perspective, rational accomplishment of agent tasks fully depends on the affective model that was defined at the macro level. Depending on the affective ability, it might include agents of various reasoning mechanisms. For the architecture, recommendations are as follows:
 if an agent has only acquirement or expression related abilities and/or a psychological model contains just basic emotion groups, an agent may be implemented as a reactive agent;  for other affective abilities and/or psychological models, deliberative agents are needed. For the purposes of communication, it is needed to define knowledge structure that enables interpretation of received messages. Normally, this should be done by using private ontology which works as an addition to public ontology developed at the macro level design.
The last step here includes solving some design issues that concern the deployment of the model. Two things should be defined here. First, the range of parameters should be determined. Range of affective variables determines how extreme agent's affective behaviours will be. There are no specific guidelines here since it depends on the system's purpose except that there should be elaboration on this issue.
Secondly, since affective message interpretation heavily depends on social links, a mechanism that allows instances of agents to form them is needed, in other words, to conclude, whether another agent is a friend or a foe.
V. VIRTUAL CLASSROOM AS A CASE STUDY
OF THE PROPOSED GUIDELINES The guidelines were applied to design a virtual classroom aimed at teaching emotional intelligence. Student's task in the game is to play a board game. The teacher intervenes when students are being rude or emotionally unintelligent. User is one of the students in a classroom who sees other student's texts and is located in front of a computer equipped with a camera.
To design such a system, first, the requirements in correlation to Hudlicka's guidelines were defined. These requirements and their explanations are as follows:
1.  Sentiment analyser: 1.c;  User state getter: 1.a + 1.b. Then, based on the roles, agents are defined. User agent was made to represent a user due to technical limitations (embodiment) -if all agents tried to access a camera, it would slow down the system. Note that because of using this methodology in agents there are no conflicts in emotion dynamics. The set of agents is as follows:
 player (roles: a social player and a text reader);  tutor (roles: a regulator and a text reader);  user agent (role: a user state getter). Interaction design (both affective and rational) consists of several interactions; in Fig. 3 emotion contagion (one of the subconscious mechanisms) and direct emotion expression (the conscious mechanism) are shown. There is also interaction between players and a user agent; a tutor and a user agent. Ontology design in this case is simple; it contains basic emotions and words "very" and "little", which are then used depending on the agent's internal state.
As mentioned before, the paper mostly focuses on the macro level; however, the micro level was also designed. In the micro level, ECM for students was designed that involved the OCEAN model personality impact on the activation, decay and expression functions, as well as affective state evaluation. In architecture design, to implement appraisal and social appraisal, multi-layered agent architectures for students, and deliberative agent architectures for a tutor and a user agent were used. Fig. 3 . On the left -interactions between a Player and a Tutor Agent; on the right -interaction between two Player Agents.
In the deployment step, it was important to decide on parameters for student personalities, which were chosen as an average based on psychology research; to implement various patterns, there were two types of social links: cooperative and competitive.
VI. CONCLUSION
The authors have found that the main challenges of design of affective MASs are the integration of agents with various affective capacities in one system, as well as affective interaction design. The paper offers high-level guidelines to tackle these issues. The approach is to separately design the rational tasks and corresponding roles from the affective tasks and the affective roles. Such an approach allows using a traditional AOSE approach to specify how the functional requirements will be met and only then analysing how the corresponding design will be affected by the affective tasks meeting the suprafunctional requirements. The guidelines also specify how each type of affective behaviour can be designed. Various AOSE methodologies can be used together with the proposed guidelines.
There is some research that can be conducted based on the presented study. One of the interesting questions is what kind of affective processes does the system need? Although rich emotional models allow the system to be believable and adaptive, it has never been considered that all systems need full affective capacity. While the paper answers how to use various affective abilities in the design phase that have been detected previously, it does not elaborate it on the requirements level. Similarly, the paper does not elaborate on how to determine whether all affective interaction mechanisms are needed as it is out of the scope of the paper.
